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Abstract. The relevance of languages and multilingual communication for social policy and solidarity in the context of the nation-state has generally been recognized. However, in the context of Europeanization, this factor has been underestimated and neglected in scientific research. This paper argues that languages and multilingual communication are relevant for the design of Social Europe. In order to support this hypothesis, the paper relies on an analytical tool, the so-called floral figuration model proposed by De Swaan (1988). This model allows us to isolate social and linguistic actors and track down complex patterns of linguistic and communicative exclusion in Europe’s system of multilevel governance. These patterns also refer to international or global English or its technically adapted Brussels variety, ‘Euro-English’. From this, also follows that these patterns of linguistic and communicative exclusion must be rendered into inclusive ones before a European social policy can be realized.
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1. Introduction

Commentators recognize that there is a close relation between politics, language, and solidarity at the level of national political cultures. According to Rothstein (1998), although not being completely convinced of the role political cultures play concerning solidarity, social protection is conditioned by the perception of reciprocity. Reciprocity is, however, guaranteed best in a system of bounding and bonding, as it is outlined in Ferrera (2005). According to Ferrera, social protection has always been dependent on two social mechanisms: first, the bounding of a territory, nation-state borders and, second, bonding, the creation of a bond of solidarity or sharing within the boundaries of the national community, which may temporarily include foreigners and relies on factors, such as territory, nationality, residence, language, citizenship, and a sense of belonging to community. Note that
among the factors inducing solidarity Ferrera refers to language as well. Although this position considers the relation between politics and language to be relevant for solidarity at the national level, this relation is seriously underestimated and neglected in research in the context of Europeanization.

Even Philippe van Parijs, the advocate of turning international English into a global lingua franca in order to overcome the communication problem in Europe and the world, posing the basis for more justice in the world – and he honestly includes social justice –, admits that a common language is a prerequisite for forming a demos, i.e. a nation-state in the sense of Ferrera. Hence, this demos is an important precondition for economic solidarity at a local level (Van Parijs 2011: 195). However, solidarity, even within the context of the nation-state including a demos based on a common language, remains a difficult matter, as Jeene et al. (2013) point out. If common language is a building block for solidarity, it is hard to imagine how a social policy at the European level could be realized when a common language or communication patterns including the European citizen are absent. For now, this is the present state of affairs since linguistic diversity is considered as a cornerstone of European identity.

This paper will investigate the relation between languages, multilingual communication, and social policy in Europe; more precisely, it offers an analysis of the present state of affairs that is the result of the interplay of Europe’s system of multilevel governance and its multilingual identity. This interplay is captured in De Swaan’s (1988) floral figuration model, which is an analytical tool to isolate the linguistic groups and actors in the European Union and their mutual interaction on the different levels of governance, namely the EU, national and local levels. The model also gives insight into the position of international English which is functioning more and more as a lingua franca in the European institutions in Brussels. Below we will demonstrate that the floral figuration model makes patterns of exclusion of linguistic actors visible. Hence, such patterns seriously hamper the design of a social policy for Europe. We will conclude, however, that languages, lingua franca, and multilingual communication will be relevant for the realization of Social Europe. Let us first consider the floral figuration model in more detail.

2. The Floral Figuration Model

The starting point of an analysis of European multilingualism and multilingual communication is the concept of multilevel governance within the European Union, normally described as a tripartite system consisting of different levels of governance, including the supranational EU-level, the national level of the Member States, and the local or regional level of government and policy-making
Does Global English Support the Development of Social Europe? (Hooghe–Marks 2002, McCormick 2015). The question is how multilingualism and multilingual communication in Europe fit into the system of multilevel governance. For this purpose, I will adopt the floral figuration model for languages, which has been proposed by De Swaan (1988). This model depicts the language competence of social groups and their hierarchical orderings in terms of power (Bourdieu, 1991). Although De Swaan introduced the floral figuration model to track down the socio-political implications of linguistic relations at the national level, it is my conviction that his model can be used as a fruitful analytical frame for European Union purposes as well.

![Figure 1. The floral figuration for linguistic actors in the European Union](image)

This figure depicts the language situation in the European Union. In the outer circles, the European masses, the commoners in Europe’s Member States are located. The commoners speak a national or regional language as their mother tongue, they have received some sort of basic (elementary and secondary) education in their mother tongue and might speak a European language of wider communication such as English, Spanish, French, or German. If they do speak a language of wider communication, it is not the standardized variety of these languages. Rather it will be an ‘anything goes’ variety. The shaded area represents speakers who belong to the European plurilingual elites, who have a much better control of their mother tongue and the European languages of wider communication than the commoners. Fligstein (2010: 156) refers to them as ‘… the educated, owners of business, managers, and professionals, and the young.’ These groups form in fact a ‘class’ and participate in transnational networks within Europe. Those in the core star are the European cosmopolitan elites, the Eurostars, as Favell (2008: 144, 145) calls them. They use English as the European communication language. Kuus (2014: 56), who interviewed a number of European diplomats in the European External Action Service, describes this operating language as ‘a technical language of eurospeak’. Note further that in the floral figuration model local speech communities are hardly intersecting with each
other, but all of them are linked to plurilingual local elites through the mediation of one central or national language. These local, regional, or national elites – I will refer to them as national cosmopolitans – are acting as interfaces between the commoners, who have basically monolingual language and communication skills, and the plurilingual Eurostars. ‘Plurilingual’ means, apart from the native tongue, first and foremost ‘this technical language of eurosprak’, which is based on English and functioning as a lingua franca. This adapted version of English in the Brussels institutions is sometimes also referred to as Euro-English. Hence, the shaded area is communicating via Euro-English at the expense of the other official European languages, including standard British English. My analysis in terms of this model is to be considered as a first approximation of the various interests that determine the sociological aspects of European linguistic diversity.

3. Languages and Multilingual Communication in Europe

From its founding treaty in 1958, Europe has stipulated that all the languages of the Member States are official languages. Language regulation 1/1958 turned four languages – official and regional languages in France, Germany, Italy, and the Benelux countries – into official European languages (Labrie 1994). These four languages, including French, German, Italian, and Dutch, enjoyed an equal status in the institutions of the European Common Market, implying that they were to be used as institutional and working languages. With every new round of expansion, new Member States had the right to propose new official languages. The language regulation remained operative and, as a consequence, all official languages of new Member States were recognized as official European languages. At present, the EU recognizes 24 official languages. Linguistic diversity in Brussels is hard to manage, however. Hence, the distinction between ‘official’ versus ‘working’ language has become relevant, and this is practically used as a solution for the language issue in the Brussels institutions. The difference between official and working languages is defined in Article 6 of the language regulation: the institutions are allowed to freely choose their own language regime. The European Commission acknowledges three working languages, namely English, which is used the most, French, and German. The latter is used substantially less than the other two languages (Marácz–Rosello 2012). Another example of Article 6 is the fact that out of the fifteen Directorate Generals (DGs) only three use the 24 official languages on their website, including Employment, Social Affairs, and Inclusion (EMPL), Enterprise and Industry (ENTR), and Justice (Just) (Gazzola 2014). All other DGs use a reduced or a monolingual regime consisting of English-only.
It is clear that English is on the rise as a global lingua franca (Phillipson 2006, 2009, De Swaan 2001, Van Parijs 2011, Haselhuber 2012, Grin 2014, and Ricento 2015). It is convincingly argued that the expansion of English on a global scale is driven by the hegemonic political and economic positions established first by the British Empire and later on in the twentieth century by the United States. The situation of global English is for a number of reasons not unproblematic, though. Firstly, the conclusion is justified that English is associated with linguistic hegemony and domination at the expense of other languages. Secondly, English cannot function as a real lingua franca, that is as a neutral mediator language respecting the linguistic background of all speakers involved in communicative events due to the fact that English is spoken by native and non-native speakers alike. Thirdly, there are different versions of English in use, such as British English, American English, and so on, which makes it for the foreign speakers of English difficult to know what the precise norms of English are, although there exists the regularly accepted normative variety of English, standard British English, which is spread by important language mediators, such as BBC radio and television, and is taught to foreign speakers of English in formal education. So, the variety of global English functioning as a bridge language among non-natives should be English-as-a-foreign language in fact. However, it has been observed that this normative variety of English is not spoken across the globe, but rather a basic version of English mixing, intermingling, and sampling with local languages as an outcome of language use and communication (Edwards 2012: 34–38, Hülmbauer–Böhringer–Seidlhofer 2008).

Let us recall that Figure 1 depicts linguistic diversity in terms of a demarcation between European elites and commoners. The European elites, i.e. the Eurostars and the national cosmopolitans, although positioned in different geographical spaces, i.e. the Brussels centre and the Member States, are positioned in a common virtual space. They form a connected transnational class and speak the same sort of fluid language for instrumental communicative purposes only, i.e. a European variety of international English, i.e. Euro-English. Euro-English is developing its own characteristics, such as misused English words and expressions (European Court of Auditors 2013), and has adopted artificial expressions, e.g. from the financial world, like ‘collateralized debt obligations’, ‘asset-backed securities’, and ‘credit default swaps’ (Maier, 2014: 210). This is ‘de-contextualized English’ pinned down in Barbier (2014) or ‘the technical language of eurospeak’ referred to in Kuus (2014). It is hard to imagine that this variety of English will be able to mediate between the different political cultures in Europe that are rooted in language, as Ferrera (2005) and Barbier (2013, 2014) argue for. However, whatever its status or quality according to the last dataset of Eurobarometer (see Eurobarometer 386), roughly 50 percent of the EU citizens do not have any knowledge of English at all. So, a restricted linguistic regime with English or
consisting of English-only would privilege the higher educated, the better-off in Europe, seriously undermining Social Europe (Gazzola 2014).

4. Concluding Remarks

So far, Europeanization has been a project that has served the interests of the European elites, i.e. of those that can make optimal use of the European freedoms, mobility, and markets. In the framework of the floral figuration model, I referred to the European elites as Eurostars and national cosmopolitans. However, the challenge is to keep Europe attractive not only for its elites but also for its commoners. Wallace et al. (2015) observe that social policy within the EU is still a matter of the Member States. Hence, the task is to develop a genuine Social Europe that offers solidarity for all of its citizens. Although the diverging interests between the European elites and commoners has been noticed in the literature such as in Fligstein’s ‘Euro-clash’ (Fligstein 2008), it has gone unnoticed that the Euro-clash between social groups involves unbridgeable language conflicts as well.

In this paper, I have argued that language issues are vital for the development of Social Europe. Although the importance of language and communication is recognized at the state level, this topic is quite often neglected when it comes to the European level. The interplay between multilevel and linguistic governance in Europe can best be analysed in terms of the floral figuration model in the sense of De Swaan (1988). The typology of social actors, their language skills, their communication channels and styles, and their positioning in this model demonstrate that in the present constellation transparent, efficient, and fair communication is impossible. The multilingual communication patterns are first and foremost group-specific and exclusivist. The introduction of an English-based lingua franca in Europe, a sort of Euro-English, will not be sufficient to solve the linguistic and communicative deficits. Hence, the absence of a neutral, transparent, and accessible lingua franca jeopardizes the development of Social Europe.

The author is indebted to Jean-Claude Barbier for inspiring discussions on Social Europe. The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007–2013) under Grant Agreement No 613344.
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